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Background

• Project is intended to establish dual rail served industrial park to 
promote industrial manufacturing in the Colorado Springs 
region; also will support Fort Carson operations

• Utilities began working with other community stakeholders and 
project representatives in 2017 to evaluate feasibility of sharing 
existing rail spur and spur extension

• Utilities provided Letter of Condition Support in October 2017, to 
acknowledge Utilities’ willingness to support project subject to 
ensuring operations and ratepayers were not adversely 
impacted
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Trackage and Development Agreement Terms

• Grants easements subject to the City Charter for construction of 
new rail spur extension off of Utilities’ existing spur

• Grants easements subject to the City Charter for use of existing 
spur

• Requires project to pay fair market value for all interests 
conveyed under the agreement as calculated at the time of 
construction

• Requires coordination of use to ensure Utilities’ operations are 
not impaired by rail park train traffic
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Trackage and Development Agreement Terms

• Provides for enhanced security at rail park’s expense

• Requires cost sharing for future operations and maintenance 
costs based on use

• Requires parties to work in good faith to identify a location and 
grant an easement for a road near the northern boundary of the 
main property line for Clear Springs Ranch in the future to 
provide secondary access to the rail park

• Requires rail park to fund and construct improvements to 
Utilities’ existing rail spur loop to allow for more efficient train 
operations

• Requires rail park to fund, construct, and obtain approvals for all 
required crossings of spur extension.
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CREATION OF JOBS

• We will be growing substantially in

population, and we will need employment

to support the growing population.

• The Rail Park will create an estimated

6,000 jobs.



As of 2021, the population in the 30-minute drive time 

radius increased by 12,814 (6.5 percent) since 2016, 

growing by 12,814.  Population is expected to increase 

by 8.3 percent between 2021 and 2026, adding 17,483.  

This outpaces both the nation and state of Colorado’s 

projected growth rates, as well as the region.





SUPPORT FOR FORT CARSON

• The existing rail spur is problematic,

having seven critical points of failure.

• The project provides the estimated

$12,000,000 to extend the line to Fort

Carson.

• Grants Utilities a new utility easement to

Fort Carson if needed for redundancy.







Helps our highways by 

removing truck traffic, 

including convoys 

from Fort Carson.



ADDS A MEGA-SITE FOR 

MANUFACTURING

• We have steadily been losing manufacturing nationally,

at the State level, and at a greater pace locally.

• Loss of manufacturing is a strategic concern.

• Sites for manufacturing are rare, and neighbors don’t like

manufacturing near them.

• The Rail Park is perfectly suited for manufacturing:

• Located between a power plant and Fort Carson’s firing

ranges.

• Is not visible from I-25.

• Has dual-service, served by both UP and BNSF

• There is an existing work force available with

educational and training support available.











Helps diversify 

our economy and 

makes us 

more resilient.





Questions?


